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COLOUR RESEARCH DAY 23 October 2017
AKIRA ASANO

Kansai University, Japan

1030 – 1115
Géo-2129

Human vision and temporal transition of colors and shapes
We have inves*gated rela*onships of visual s*muli and human behavior,
especially preferences of colors and shapes shown to respondents. In this talk, the
following topics are introduced: 1) We presented anima*ons of evolving closed
curves, which are regularly periodic, periodic but modulated with linear and
quadra*c func*ons, or irregular, to respondents. We measured the cardiogram of
the respondents and es*mated the ac*vity of the sympathe*c nervous system.
The results suggest that the modulated curves aBract more aBen*on of
respondents than the irregular and the simple regular ones. 2) We presented
combina*ons of colors, some of which were temporarily transi*onal, i. e. one
color in the combina*on gradually changed to another color during the
appearance. We found that the impressions of the color combina*ons were
emphasized by the transi*ons in some cases. The research suggests that certain
temporal varia*ons of visual s*muli can emphasize their impressions, similarly to
proper temporal transi*ons of chords in music. Some more related topics of our
researches on human vision and colors are presented.

SABINE SÜSSTRUNK

1300 – 1320
Géo-2129

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne, Switzerland

Opponent color revisited
Opponent color representa*ons have a long history in the arts and sciences. And
yet, there is compara*vely liBle research in computer science that explicitly
models and incorporates color opponency into solving imaging tasks. A common
percep*on is that "colors" are redundant and/or too correlated to be of any
interest, or that it is too complex to deal with. In this talk I will illustrate with
several applica*ons, such as saliency and super-pixels, that considering opponent
colors can signiﬁcantly improve computa*onal photography and computer vision
tasks not only in image enhancement but also image ranking. We have
addi*onally extended the concept of "color opponency" to include near-infrared
for applica*ons such as scene recogni*on, object segmenta*on, and seman*c
image labeling.
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ROGER D. HERSCH

13 – 13
Géo-2129

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne, Switzerland

Color changing metallic prints
The color of line halSones printed on a metallic substrate strongly depends on the
orienta*on of the print. Line halSones induce an anisotropic dot gain eﬀect. We
established a color predic*on model predic*ng the color of non-rotated and of 90
degrees in-plane rotated cross-halSones formed of superposi*ons of cyan,
magenta and yellow line halSones. Our aim is to specify a ﬁrst color before
rota*on and a second color aSer 90 degrees in plane rota*on. Desired nonrotated and rotated image colors are mapped onto the sub-gamut allowing for
the desired hue or chroma shiS and then converted to op*mal cross-halSone ink
surface coverages. The resul*ng recoloriza*on and decoloriza*on framework is
especially eﬀec*ve for crea*ng surprising eﬀects such as image parts whose hues
change, or gray regions that become colorful. Applica*ons include art, design and
document security.

LOÏC BABOULAZ

ARTMYN, Switzerland

1340 – 1400
Géo-2129

From analog to digital: displaying a painting online
Pain*ngs are highly complex visual objects made up of many diﬀerent chemical
elements mixed together and evolving over *me. Capturing, digi*sing and
displaying pain*ngs online is at the core of ARTMYN mission, a startup from EPFL.
In this talk, I will present brieﬂy how light rays travel from the source to the
viewer to induce the visual sensa*on of an object. This short analysis illustrates
the many shortcomings of tradi*onal digi*sing approaches using a digital picture.
Thanks to advanced computa*onal imaging algorithms, ARTMYN allows the
viewer to appreciate colors in conjunc*on with other key visual elements such as
topography, material reﬂectance, light posi*on and vantage points. A
collabora*ve study between EPFL and UNIL recently showed that such enriched
mul*modal way of viewing art impacts the cogni*ve-aﬀec*ve processing by
enhancing both the aesthe*c apprecia*on and the memory.

1400 – 1420
MARILYNE ANDERSEN & JAN WIENOLD Géo-2129
GIORGIA CHINAZZO

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne, Switzerland

1115 – 1200
Géo-2129

Cognitive and
Affective Regulation
Laboratory (CARLA)

CHIE MURAKI ASANO

Nagoya Women’s University, Japan

Regional characteristics on preferences of red colors for women’s
KIMONO in Japan (extended talk)
We have inves*gated appearance proper*es of tex*les from the viewpoint of
aﬀec*ve sciences. The topic of this talk is an analysis of regional preferences of red
colors for kimonos, which are tradi*onal Japanese garments. Red colors are used
especially for women’s costumes at the wedding ceremony in Japan, and it has been
said that the preferences of ceremonial red colors are region-dependent in Japan.
We carried out sensory tests on color preferences using examples of tradi*onal red
colors including those used in Bingata, which is the tradi*onal dyeing method of
Okinawa, the south west islands of Japan. We have found interes*ng diﬀerences of
preferences in Okinawa, western Japan, and eastern Japan. Some more related
topics of our researches on tex*les in aﬀec*ve sciences are presented.

1500 – 1520
Géo-2129

DOMICELE JONAUSKAITE

NELE DAEL & CHRISTINE MOHR
University of Lausanne, Switzerland

What are affective connotations with colour?
We can spend serious amounts of *me searching for the right colour for par*cular
moments, objects, and felt states. Popular communica*ons are constantly feeding
such no*ons, but scien*ﬁc evidence lags behind. Here, we present two types of
aﬀec*ve connota*ons with colour – colour preferences and colour-aﬀect
associa*ons. Over the past years, we have gathered evidence on inter-individual
diﬀerences in colour preferences (e.g., object context, gender, age) as well as tested
colour-aﬀect associa*ons from diﬀerent angles. We will discuss how colours are
linked to emo*ons presented as words or bodily expressions, and to experienced
mood. Taken together, the evidence points to a stronger eﬀect of lightness and
chroma (i.e., colour purity) than hue in aﬀec*ve connota*ons with colour.

1520 – 1540
Géo-2129 CHIE MURAKI ASANO & AKIRA ASANO

Regional characteristics on preferences of red colors for women’s
KIMONO in Japan

1540 – 1600
Géo-2129

LEILA DRISSI DAOUDI

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne, Switzerland
The role of one-shot learning in #TheDress
The ﬁrst amazing eﬀect with #TheDress is that a large number of people perceive it
as white and gold even though the true colors of the dress are black and blue. Such
apparent changes in color are common in many illusions. What makes #TheDress
even more interes*ng is that there is a bimodal split of the popula*on in the
percep*on of the dress’s colors (white/gold vs. black/blue), contrary to most color
illusions where almost all observers perceive the colors in the same illusory way. On
top of this, the percept rarely switches in a given individual. What causes this
phenomenon? Here, we tested the role of one-shot learning during the ﬁrst
presenta*on of the image. We show that the ﬁrst percept but not the ﬁrst ﬁxa*on or
the subsequent eye movements determines color percep*on, strongly arguing for a
crucial role of one-shot learning in #TheDress.

1600

1620

–
Géo-2129

CHRISTELLE COCCO
PIERRE-YVES BRANDT

University of Lausanne, Switzerland

Attempts at interpretation of colours in children’s drawings of gods

The interpreta*on of colours is a central ques*on in our project: “children’s
drawings of gods”. Drawings were collected in eight countries. Various hypotheses
about strategies employed by children concern colours, such as: “Is there a rela*on
between the colours and the culture of the child?”, “Is yellow a crucial colour
associated with this speciﬁc task?” In order to test these hypotheses, several
aBempts at interpreta*on have been conducted. According to visual and automa*c
(computer vision) observa*ons, yellow seemed to be important. Thus, manual
annota*ons were performed about the posi*on of yellow in the drawing. Then, new
computer vision algorithms were developed in order to reproduce these manual
annota*ons. Other colours are currently studied, especially concerning the
propor*on of each colour employed by children according to their culture. In the
future, emo*onal aspects associated with colours will be explored.

Temperature-colour interaction: is colour affecting people’s thermal perception?
Over the last century, a large number of studies has tried to answer to the ques*on whether coloured s*muli could have an eﬀect on human thermal perceptual evalua*on
(i.e., temperature-colour interac*on). In the building research area, this eﬀect is referred to as the “hue-heat-hypothesis” (HHH) and has gained aBen*on due to the
fascina*ng idea of hea*ng and cooling with colours. ASer a brief digression on previous studies on HHH, this presenta*on focuses on two experimental studies carried out
recently at LIPID, EPFL. In both studies, temperature and colour are manipulated to assess the thermal evalua*on of people taking part in the experiment. In the ﬁrst study,
colour is changed thanks to coloured ﬁlters applied on the windows of a test room, resul*ng in transmiBed “coloured” daylight. In the second study, projected HDR
photographs of the same room are displayed in the Virtual Reality headset, to control for the variability of daylight through *me of the day and weather experienced in the
ﬁrst study. Results of both experiments conﬁrm that colours have an eﬀect on thermal perceptual evalua*on of people, with blue leading to a “cooler” sensa*on and orange
to a “warmer” one.
For more information: Domicele.Jonauskaite@unil.ch

https://www.colourexperience.ch

